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Abstract: A project of infrastructure such as a road generates huge volumes of emissions in
each stage of its construction, and thereafter due to maintenance and repairs. The amount of
emissions, therefore, should be estimated for the totality of its project's life cycle. In order ro
develop a basic model to estimate total emissions, the activities of recycling, collection of
by-products or wastes and disposal of wastes are added to the SNA style Input-Output table.
In this table, a process of recycling resources between activities is explicitly included. This
model is applied to an actual project of a Japanese national highway to estimate the amgunt of
emissions generated by altemate plans of roads that differ in the lengths of elevated parts,
cut/fill parts and tunnel parts respectively. A plan that is estimated to generate the minimum
emissions in all the economic activities is not necessarily equal to a plan that is directly
estimated in a road project.

Kef words: Life Cycle Cost, I-O Analysis, Emission

I.INTRODUCTION

A project of infrastructure such as a road requires as an input hug'e volume of'resources. and
in turn generates large. amounts of by-products in each stage of its construction, and thereafter
due to maintenance and repairs. Therefore, it influences environment ofsurrounding areas and
also to each stage of its construction. maintenance and repairs. The amount of emissions.
which is not only pertaining to the air but also to solid and liquid, should be estimated for the
totality of life cycles for a society of few emissions.

Furthermore. influences of emissions are not limited to industries directly related to a road
project. but extend to all economic activities through input-output process. Assuming that an
issue of selecting a road line with the lowest level of emissions, there is possibility that the
answer will be different if emissions are estimated taking into consideration all the industries
as opposed to estimating only the road project in question. Clearly. it is necessary to consider
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all the industries for an issue about emissions. It is conceivable that an input-output table is

now the most useful method to this issue. However, thc existing input-output table is not

capable of estimating such emissions. There is then the need to improve a model.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a basic model capable of estimating total amount of
emissions by adding a resource circulation process into a conventional input'output table.

This paper consists of 5 sections.

In section L, purposes and a structure of this paper are expressed. In Section 2, three ncw

activities, namely recycling, collection of by-products or wastes and disposal of wastes, are

added to the SNA style Input-Output table. The model is capable of estimating influences to

all economic activities on amounts of material basis. This model is specified to a Projpct of a

road in Section 3 by considering that the road is composed of 3 structural elemcnts: elevatcd

parts, cut/fill parts and tunnel parts respectively. In section 4, this model is applied to the

proUiem of seiecting a minimum-emissions road line from a set of alternatives that differ in

ihe lengths of elevited parts, cuUfill parts and tunnel parts respectively. It is shown that

.rouniof emission estimated with all the industries is different from the one estimated with

only the project of the roads even when their structures are simple. In section 5, we conclude

some results of the estimations.

Many attempts to study the environmcntal problem and to expand thc IO tablc in the field of

enviionmeni have been done. Irontief (1970) added an activity of recovering pollution in IO

table and quantitatively cstimated the influence to other economic activities by the prevcntion

activity of the pollution by pollutant such as scrapped material. Rose (1983) also evaluated a

pr"urrtion acti;ity of environmental pollution from the economic standpoint in consideration

of interdependcnie rclation of technology coefficient and-production coefficient in IO table.

Miyata ei al. (2000) added a regional aspect to the analysis and Moriguchi et al. (1996)

upiti"a an actual transportation project. Although many other subsequcnt papers-examine the

iisue, very few develop a framework of the influence through all the industrics of a projcct of
infrastruciure considcring economic activities respectively regarding recycling.

In addition, a brief explanation in Japanese of the method proposed in this paper was included

as a subsystem in a fbrecasting system of aggregates discharged in construction projects in

Kuroda et al. (Z00t)

2. DEVELOPMENT.OF ESTIMATION MODEL

Figure 1 shows a flow of emissions of an infrastructure project. The SNA style Input'Output

table is used to mcasure influences of all activities. Existing tablc, howcver, cannot bc used to

sufficiently express circulation proccss and discard process of emissions. For example, it
summarizes by-products and recycling goods and represents them as by-products and wastes.

This summarization does not consider the process of collection and recycling explicitly.

Input and output of by-products and wastes are usually represented as negative values.

Therefore, they are not described as transactions of goods but as services. The present PaPer

proposes a SNA stylc IO table that takes the recycling process as shown in table 1, to express

resources circulation Process bctween activitics.
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Flgure l. Model Flow of Estimating Life Cycle Emisslon

Thble 1. SNA Style IO Thble Consldering RecycUng hrocess

Vn of. general goods and servicc is produced from general activities and is inputted
U*,U*,U-,U*,.f, respectively to normal activities, recycling activity, collecting activity,
waste disposal activity and final demand. In other words, each activity that produces
by-products and final demands purchases (J*,(J,,,(|-,(J*,f, of service of collecting them
respectively. Then collecting service produces Z. .
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A collection activity is a servicr of collecting by-products. A portion of total of by-products is

defined as recycle goods according to demand, while the rest is defined as waste. A recycle

activity ttptoir""t goods. A disposal activity disposes wastes, in other words, generates

emissions.

Amount of by-products = Amount of recycling + Amount of waste (1)

Define. q as an amount vector.

9, - 9, +{, (2)

Define p as a price vector, and then we have

ir;'q, - ir;'q, * ir;tq,. (3)

Recycle industry divides V. of recycled goods from by-products in accordance with demand

and input (J-,(J,,,(lo,(ln,f , lo corresponding activity respectively. Collecting industry

which becomes to disposal the remaining material as wastes, purchases U * of disposal

service. Then disposal industry which provides Vn of disposal service, disposes wastes.

Define coefficient vectors B, D as follows.

B. U&-'

D - VQ1-r

q(r) is a vector of total influenced outputs in terms of the 1st stage goods or services,

excluding those influenced by disposal of wastes. Then equations of demand balance are (6)

and (7).

Substituting (7) into (6) yields

(4)
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(6)

(7)
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Defining G - (I - nOftfor simplicity, the above can be exprcssed as:

/e1," \ l,,G* G* G- \/f, \

[;r J 

-[s; 
E" s" ,|[l ]

(e)

From cquation (3), the total influenced outputs by disposal service on the Lst stagc, ql,r):

q$' - p* b;'qf) - i;'ql') ) rrol

Then substituting (9) into (10) yields

q$' - p*p;'ql" -p"i;'ql'

(n.0;tG- -p*p;'G* p*p;'G- -i*p;tG. 0,p;,G- _u_u."" 

{lJ
fr\

- (n, H, ,,1 t, I rrrl
|..t' r

Wherc (H, H, tt" ) is defined for simplicity.

lntermediate goods are inputted to a disposal activity for q$) of disposal service and
influence effect rcachcs other activities. Thcn definc qt" as influenced outputs on thc 2nd
stage of general activities, recycle aclivity and collccting activity and service which is newly
produced by q$'.

/q1,"\ /c* c* c*\/B*\

[plJ'[s: E: ::l[:;,l,*n*' (r2,

Furthermore, the total influenccd outputs by disposal scrvicc on thc 2nd stagc, qg, i,
calculated from equation (11),

qf' - p*i;'ql') - iri;'ql" - (H, H, ,, /l: lr*n*
|.r-J

-(u" H, r,{3:lr*,r. H, ",{;:l ,,,
\B,* / |.E ]
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llren, q(') which is newly produccd by q5' as influenccd outputs on thc 3rd stage of

gencral activities, recyclc activity and collecting activity and service is calculated similar to

thc equhtion (12).

(14)

lrl [:; :: *)[ilJ' 
n*

And we have 
/B* \

qf'. - p.i;'q:" - i,i;'ql" ' (r-r" H, ,, 
t;; Jo,,ul?'

-1,r. H, r,l'r:lr,,l',"" H, r.{l:l ,,r,t 1,;l I 'l'"J

Definc e. 6 the final outputs ofdisposal service at the end ofthe influence that continues

infinitely. (11), (13) and (15) yields

u,-!o$'-t{u" H, ,,{3:)r--}'e' H, , 
{i)t l'-J

-['-*" H' ''{ilJ'*J'e' H' '''[i) "'
On the othcr hand, the final influenced outputs q of other activities and scrvices arc.

calculated from (9), (12) and (1a)

trl Illii]

[:':: ilti).[:' := ])[ilJ'rne'
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G*
G-
G_

G*
G.
G-

(H.

Then we have the influenccd total outputs by disposal scrvice from equation (17) similar to
(11) as follows.

q, - p* (p;tq" - p;'q, ) trtl

q, from the cquation (16) should be equal to q, from the equation (18).

3. ESTIMAIION OF EMISSION FROM A ROAD PROJECT

Suppose that a road in this section consists of 3 structural elements, namely elevated parts,
cut/fill parts and tunnel parts, and assume that amount of demand goods and by-products by
constructing every part is proportional to the lengh of each structure. Demand goods
correspond to general goods and recycled goods as noted in the previous section and amount
of by-products correspond to the demand of collection service of them.

Procedure of estimation is as shown in figure 2. Define I as a vector of a road structure
consisting of the length of each part and S the amount of demand per I km of each part, in
other words, amount of general goods, recycle goods and by-products per unit. Then we have
the total demand in terms of goods or service, where,

[:;s;:;)ti).[:;

[:, [; :;j[i] [:,

[,-*. 
H. ,,,[i:),._J'
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The total demand with the unit of amount is multiplied by price vector p. Then we have the

total demand with the unit of price, where,

rf, \ ri,f, \ ro"s" )
lf l- lr,r, l- | n,s, 1t Qo)

[t.,J lo,t J lr,', J

Substituting this into the equation (16), we have influenced total output by a disposal activity'

q..

r rB.-\ )-'. . rr"s,)
u-'[r-(," H' 

"'[.i:,l'*,j ''' 
H' "',l.I,3",l' Qt)

The influenced total output with the unit of price is multiplied by the inverse of price vector

p-,. Tten we have the influenced total output with the unit of amount, in other words, total

disposal wastes.

r rB-\ )-'. .(i"t')
q' -i'J[r-(H' H. '",[l: 

,Jo- ,| 
,'' H. ',,[i,3:,l' Qz)

This is the amount of disposal wastes before disposal activities take place. The final amount

of disposal wastes is reduccd by disposal activity. Multipllng {' md a reduction vector'

VY, together, we have,

e...r -mllr-(n, H, ,,1['"-'lr*'l 
'tt" 

H, ",il,t:3.'1, Q3)

1 ln-J / l.n',t,/

Figure 2 summarizes these steps of estimation. In model box in this figure, equation (16) is

described as the most important equation. After that q. is transformed by price vector p '

Finally, a reduction vector is multiplied and the total influenced amount of disposal is

obtained.
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Figure 2. Estimation of Total Emission ln terms of a Road Stmcture

4. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The model is applied to an actual project of a Japanese national highway. Since the project is
canied out in Tohoku area where are many mountains and rivers, the highway route is
including many elevated parts and tunnel parts. Structure of roads, therefore, should be
considered very carefully. The model estimates the amount of emissions of the alternate plans
of roads that differ in the lengths of elevated parts, cut/fill parts and tunnel parts.

The application is carried out using real data of amount of demand to every the unit of length
in terms of road structures of an actual national highway project. Figure 3 shows the estimated
value of the fihal amount of disposal wastes excluding sludge in terms of road structures.
Ripple effect in the figure means emission estimated through the influence process. It is clear
that the amount of emission, which we estimate only to a road project, is quite different from
the one of emission, which we do through the influence process. This highlights the
importance of considering all activities for the issue of emissions.
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The amount of wastes by a tunnel is considerably larger when compared to other structures.

The amount of wastes by a cut/fill part is relatively small when the effect in other industries is

disregarded. However, when industrial intenelatedness is considered, it amounts to a volume

comparable to the amount of wastes by elevated parts.

CuUfill Tunnel OverPass

Figurc 3. Results of Application to a Road PmJect

Figure 4 shows the final amount of disposal wastes in terms of kinds of wastes. Sludge,

construction mix waste and concrete turn out to be large amount of wastes. On the other hand,

negative values result for some kinds of wastes. This means that there is an induced demand

effict as recycle goods by the road project. The amount of iron, glass and ceramics, which are

easily recycled, are reduced by a road project.

CuVFill

Tunnel

Overpass

Amount of Wastes (Vkm)

Figure 4. Result of Estimation in Terms of Kinds of l{astes
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5. CONCLUDINGREMARKS

From the analysis in this paper we wero able to confirm that,

(1) The amount of emissions estimated in all thc economic activities is considerably larger
than the emissions directly estimated in a road project.

(2) Elevated roads do not necessarily generate more amounts of emissions than other types
of roads from the perspective of economy as a whole, although they generate
overwhelmingly larger amounts of emissions in the case that we consider only a road
project. Therefore, the difference of quantity of emissions by road structures should be
considered, when we select road structures.

(3) We confirm the ability to decrease emissions by using many recycle resources. On the
other hand, if recycling is promoted only in a road project, the emissions including the
influences to all the economic activities do not decrease substantially.
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